its recommendations still appear to be valid, although kinetic work continues to be done on the HF system, particularly in regard to energy-transfer processes. Therefore, rather than attempting a complete revision of that 1976 report, we present a supplement that includes discussion of work that has appeared during the past two years, with revised conclusions where appropriate. A list of recommended rate coefficients, based on all the literature through September 1977, appears in the Appendix.
II. DISSOCIATION-RECOMBINATION REACTIONS
4 Recent measurements by Ultee of fluorine atom recombination confirm previous indications that the rate coefficient is small compared with those for other atomic species. Ultee used electron spin resonance (esr) to measure fluorine atom decay at room temperature down a quartz fast-flow system in which F atoms were produced by microwave discharge through a F ? -carrier gas mixture. Data were reported at total pressures of 8 to 34 Torr in mixtures of F and He that consisted of 2 to 10% F,. A value of k = 2. 2 ±0.3 X 10 "cm" /mole -sec was reported; preliminary data indicated k Ar < k < k . This is reasonably consistent with the value of k Ar = 1x10 cm /mole -sec recommended by Cohen and Bott. However, in He Ar Ref. 2 it was assumed k ' = k .In view of Ultee's results, perhaps it He Ar would be more correct to assume that k = 2k
Previous reports in this series have not dealt with wall recombination of atomic species. In recent years, several authors have reported measurements of F-atom combination on surfaces. A summary of the existing literature on this subject is given in 
In this case, the system was somewhat more complicated, resulting in greater uncertainty in the results. They reported a value of k_ = 2.6 • 0.6 12 3 X 10 cm /mole-sec. reaction on five different potential surfaces; they examined the effect of rereagent vibrational or translational energy on the product energy distributions. All of these studies can provide useful insights into the fundamental chemical dynamics of a system such as F + H_. However, inasmuch as they do not provide any information over and above the experimental data necessary for evaluating the rate parameters needed for modeling laser systems, they are not discussed in detail here. 27 Polanyi, Sloan, and Wanner studied the H + F~ reaction using the arrested-relaxation infrared chemiluminescence technique. They examined the effect on product energy distribution of separately enhanced translational energy (in the H atom) and vibrational-rotational energy (in the F~ molecule).
When the translational energy of the H was increased (by formation of the species in an oven at temperatures up to 2800 K), the excess energy was channeled fully into translational and rotational energy of the products; the vibrational distribution was altered slightly, with the peak of production vibrational energy shifted from HF(v = 6) to HF(v = 5). Heating the F-, to 900 K produced no measurable effect on the product energy distribution.
Although these results are not directly comparable to experiments in which the reagents are all at the same temperature, they do suggest that, if the reagents are thermally equilibrated, there will be a decrease in energy deposited in HF vibration as the reagent temperature is increased. Calcu-28 lations by Wilkins predict that the fraction of reagent energy channeled into vibration of HF will be almost constant from 300 to 1000 K.
IV. ENERGY-TRANSFER PROCESSES
There are two persistent problem areas in HF vibrational relaxation:
(1) relaxation by H atoms, and (2) all with approximately equal probability. The resulting J. states are summarized in Table 2 for J. = 2, the most probable state at 300 K. The uncertainties in the rate coefficients reflect the statistically small number of trajectories giving the indicated product states. Within the uncertainties, it appears that the rate coefficients are all approximately equal: between 1 and 12 3 7 xlO cm /mole-sec for any given process. The rate coefficients are listed in Table 3 for the J-specific coefficients summed over all J states and 
• reported the rate coefficients given in Table 4 for the various possible exit channels. where the J 7 index is inserted as a reminder that large AJ changes are predicted. In order to extract the V-V rate, the experimenter must correct the observed relaxation rate for the expected contribution from V-R, T processes.
In early work, it was assumed that the harmonic oscillator rule obeyed; viz., •21
Experiments were conducted at total pressures of 3.9 Torr, •with the re-3 4 agents on the order of 1 part in 10 -10 . First overtone emission was monitored for v = 2. . . . 7. Quenching of emission was observed as a function of pressure of added quenching gas. Rate coefficients for deactivation by the quencher were obtained relative to the sum of all HF(v) loss processes in the absence of added quencher (i.e., due, principally, to spontaneous radiation and, to a lesser extent, deactivation by Ar, H_, F ? , and HF formed in the reaction). The deactivation rate coefficients given in Table 5 were obtained for M=HF, H.,, D 2 , and HD. The preceding brief discussion should have clarified several important points:
1.
There are insufficient experimental data with which to evaluate individual rate coefficients for each V-V and V-R, T process involved in HF-HF energy exchange.
2.
The data that are available are not entirely consistent.
3.
Theoretical calculations provide a framework within which such individual rate coefficients can be estimated, but the results are largely unverified by experiment.
Hence, we are forced to combine experiment and theory in a somewhat arbitrary manner in order to arrive at a set of rate coefficients that can be recommended for computer modeling. In Table 6 , we present a possible means of selecting V-V and V-R, T rate coefficients that is based on the overall experimental deactivation data listed in Table 5 and on the predictions of the calcu-29 lations of Wilkins.
These rate coefficients are all highly tentative at this time. It should be noted that they differ somewhat from the recommendations of Cohen and Bott:
1. The V-V rate coefficients of Ref. 1 were assumed to be independent of v. The values given here are inversely proportional to v.
2.
In Ref. 1, it was assumed that only single-quantum V-R, T deactivation occurred, and those rate coefficients were scaled as 1:8:28:25:5 for v = l,2,3,4, and 5. Here, we permit multiquantum deactivations to occur with 0.5 the probability of single quantum transitions, and assume that the total V-R, T deactivations scale as 1:6:7:17:30:50.
The effect of the change in V-V rates is expected to be very slight in predicting total laser power output, although it might affect noticeably the spectral distribution. The effect of increased V-R, T deactivations will mean considerably less power predicted in all cases. Because the justification for
• 23. Table 7 (from Ref. 39). Removal rates for HF(3) by H and D atoms at different temperatures are given in Table 8 . 
The atom exchange process to form H_ is exothermic for v = 3, but not for v = 1 or 2 (assuming H_ formed in its vibrational ground state). The large increase in removal rates in going from v = 1 to v = 3 suggests a contribution from the atom exchange process. As Bott and Heidner have noted, the experimental rate coefficient can be interpreted as the sum
where A is between 0.7 and 1.0. From the kinetic and thermochemical data for the reaction of F + H ? , and the known vibrational distribution of product 13 HF, one can calculate that k ., ,> should be 1.4 v 10 , which is about 22% -4(v=3) * of the total removal rate. This suggests a value of between 4.9 and 5. Wilkins has studied the effect of barrier height on the rate of deactivation of HF(v) by H atoms. He found, for example, the approximate deactivation rates for HF(v=3) given in Table 9 . As the barrier height increases, the contribution from reactive processes decreases, but the contribution from nonreactive scattering increases, so that the total rate does not decrease monotonically with barrier height.
No measurements have been made on the relaxation of HF from vibrational levels higher than the third. We assume that the same large rate coefficient as was found for v = 3-»v = 2 applies for all v-»v-l for v = 3. We assume further that multiquantum relaxation occurs with the same rate as was found for the deactivation of the v = 2 level. (The accuracy of this estimate cannot be important, inasmuch as the assumed rate coefficient is so much smaller than that for the single quantum process. ) However, the experimental disappearance rate is divided by 2, which is the number of possible exit channels for the case of v = 2. The assumed deactivation coefficients are given in Table 10 . The rates for v> 3 are considerably faster than 1 42 the earlier results of Kwok and Wilkins; ' however, at present we consider these to be the more reliable.
• 28- Table 11 for HF(v) + DF(0) (where "overall" means summed over all possible j states). colliding with DF(0) shows that the probability of energy transfer increases significantly with v; his results are given in Table 12 . and HC1. The results are summarized in Table 13 . For H2, the experiments yield the relaxation rate in the endothermic direction, i.e., HF(v) + H2(0) = HF(v-l) + Hzd). The figures given are for the reverse, exothermic direction, assuming no changes in rotational energy levels of either molecule. See also Table 5 for other data for relaxation by H^.
•32-
ROTATIONAL RELAXATION
For several years, spectral distributions in HF lasers have stronglysuggested the presence of nonequilibrium rotational populations. The evidence was avoided as long as possible, not so much because it appeared physically unreasonable as because it appeared computationally intractable on an affordable time scale.
Results of the first direct measurements of rotational relaxation in HF indicated that the process was extremely rapid, with rate coefficients on the 
